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ABSTRACT 

Punjabi Text Classification is the process of assigning predefined classes to the unlabelled text 

documents. Because of dramatic increase in the amount of content available in digital form, text 

classification becomes an urgent need to manage the digital data efficiently and accurately. Till 

now no Punjabi Text Classifier is available for Punjabi Text Documents. Therefore, in this 

paper, existing classification algorithm such as Naïve Bayes, Centroid Based techniques are 

used for Punjabi Text Classification. And one new approach is proposed for the Punjabi Text 

Documents which is the combination Naïve Bayes (to extract the relevant features so as to 

reduce the dimensionality) and Ontology Based Classification (that act as text classifier that 

used extracted features). These algorithms are performed over 184 Punjabi News Articles on 

Sports that classify the documents into 7 classes such as ਿਕ�ਕਟ (krikaṭ), ਹਾਕੀ (hākī), ਕਬੱਡੀ 

(kabḍḍī), ਫੁਟਬਾਲ (phuṭbāl), ਟੈਿਨਸ (ṭainis), ਬੈਡਿਮੰਟਨ (baiḍmiṇṭan), ਓਲੰਿਪਕ  (ōlmpik). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays, most of the available contents are in digital form, and managing such data become 

difficult. Therefore, Text Classification is done to classify the documents into predefined classes, 

this result in increased access rate and efficiency of the search engine. Manual text classification 

is an expensive and time-consuming method, as it become difficult to classify millions of 

documents manually. Therefore, automatic text classifier is constructed using labeled documents 

and its accuracy is much better than manual text classification and it is less time consuming too 

[1] [2]. 

 

Text Classification task is two-step processes: 1) Training Phase: the set of documents in this 

phase is called training set. Each document in the training set belongs to particular class depends 

on their contents, called Labelled Documents. Training Phase helps text classifier to classify the 

unlabeled documents. 2) Testing Phase (also called Classification Phase): In this phase, unlabeled 

documents are classified using labelled documents. And to estimate the accuracy of the classifier, 

known class of the unlabeled document is compared with classification result [3] [4] [5]. 
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1.1 Punjabi Text Classification Phases 

Punjabi Text Classification consists of three phases: 

1.1.1 Preprocessing Phase 

This phase includes stopwords removal, stemming (e.g. ਿਖਡਾਰੀਆਂ (khiḍārīāṃ) � ਿਖਡਾਰੀ 

(khiḍārī), ਟੀਮ� (ṭīmāṃà)� ਟੀਮ (ṭīm)), punctuation marks removal and special symbols removal 

(<,>, :,{,},[,],^,&,*,(,) etc.), as they all are irrelevant to classification task [6]. Stemming is done 

using Punjabi Language Stemmer given in [7]. Table 1 shows lists of some stopwords that are 

removed from the document. 

Table 1. Stopwords List 

ਲਈ 

(laī) 

ਨ�  (nē) ਆਪਣੇ 

(āpaṇē) 

ਨਹ� 
(nahīṃ) 

ਤ� (tāṃ) 

ਇਹ (ih) ਹੀ (hī) ਜ� (jāṃ) ਿਦੱਤਾ 
(dittā) 

ਹੋ (hō) 

 

1.1.2 Feature Extraction 

For Punjabi Text Classification, TF*IDF is used as statistical approach to extract the relevant 

features, e.g. words having threshold value less than 2 are not considered as features [3][8]. And 

for linguistic approach, gazetteer lists are prepared especially for Punjabi Language e.g. list of 

middle and lastnames (ਿਸੰਘ, ਸੰਧ,ੂ ਗੁਪਤਾ, (siṅgh, sandhū, guptā)), places (ਬਿਠੰਡਾ, ਚੰਡੀਗੜ+ ਪੰਜਾਬ, 

(baṭhiṇḍā, caṇḍīgaṛh, pañjāb)), date/time ( ਕੱਲ (kall), ਸਵੇਰ (savēr)), abbreviations (ਆਈ (āī), ਸੀ 

(sī), ਐਲ (ail), ਪੀ (pī), ਬੀ (bī)), designations (ਕਪਤਾਨ (kaptān), ਕੋਚ (kōc), ਕੈਪਟਨ (kaipṭan)) etc. to 

remove non-relevant features from the documents. Also certain rules are also constructed to 

extract location names and first names. E.g. If Punjabi word ਿਵਖੇ (vikhē) is found, its previous 

word is extracted as location name. If Punjabi word ਿਪੰਡ (piṇḍ) is found, its next word is extracted 

as location name. If Punjabi word ਿਜ਼ਲ+ੇ (zilhē) is found, its previous word is extracted as location 

name. If lastname is found, its previous word is checked whether it is middle name or not, if it is, 

it’s previous word is extracted from the document as first name. Else, the same is extracted as 

first name. 

1.1.3 Processing Phase 

In this phase, text classification techniques such as Centroid based Classification, Bayesian 

Classification are implemented to classify the Punjabi Text documents. 

As no work has been done in this field for Punjabi Text Documents, in this paper, we presented 

three classification algorithms for Punjabi Text Documents, these are: Naïve Bayes Classification, 

Centroid Based Classification and one new approach is proposed for Punjabi text Classification 

for the first time which is the combination of Naïve Bayes and Ontology based Classification. 

This paper also highlights the text classification work done for Indian languages. 
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2. RELATED WORK DONE FOR INDIAN LANGUAGES 

 
The development of internet led to an exponential increase in the amount of electronic documents 

not only in English but also other regional languages. So far very little work has been done for 

text classification with respect to Indian languages, due to the problems faced by many Indian 

Languages such as: No capitalization, non-availability of large gazetteer lists, lack of 

standardization and spelling, scarcity of resources and tools, free word order language. The only 

corpus available in most languages is an EMILLE/CIIL corpus that contains about 3 million 

words. These corpus documents are classified manually; hence they are used as Training Set. 

Indian Languages, especially Dravidian languages (Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and Malayalam) are 

highly inflectional and derivational language, leading to a very large number of word forms for 

each root word. This makes the classification task more challenging [9].  

 

Text Classification Techniques implemented for Southern Indian Languages are, e.g. Naive 

Bayes classifier has been applied to Telugu news articles in four major classes to about 800 

documents. In this, normalized TFXIDF is used to extract the features from the document. 

Without any stopword removal and morphological analysis, at the threshold of 0.03, the classifier 

gives 93% precision. [10]; Semantic based classification using Sanskrit wordnet used to classify 

Sanskrit Text Document, this method is built on lexical chain of linking significant words that are 

about a particular topic with the help of hypernym relation in WordNet. [11]; statistical 

techniques using Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine used to classify subjective sentences 

from objective sentences for Urdu language, in this, language specific preprocessing used to 

extract the relevant features. As Urdu language is morphological rich language, this makes the 

classification task more difficult. The result of this implementation shows that accuracy, 

performance of Support Vector Machines is much better than Naïve Bayes Classification 

techniques. [12]; for Bangla Text Classification, n-gram based algorithm is used and to analyze 

the performance of the classifier Prothom-Alo news corpus is used. The result show that as we 

increase the value of n from 1 to 3, performance of the text classification also increases, but from 

value 3 to 4 performance decreases [13]; for morphologically rich Dravidian classical language 

Tamil, text classification is done using Vector Space Model and Artificial Neural network. The 

experimental results show that Artificial Neural network model achieves 93.33% which is better 

than the performance of Vector Space Model which yields 90.33% on Tamil document 

classification [14]. A new technique called Sentence level Classification is done for Kannada 

language; in this we analyze sentences to classify the Kannada documents as most user's 

comments, queries, opinions etc are expressed using sentences. This Technique extended further 

to sentiment classification, Question Answering, Text Summarization and also for customer 

reviews in Kannada Blogs [15]. 

 

But for Punjabi Text Document, not much work has been done to classify the documents due to 

lack of resources, annotated corpora, name dictionaries, good morphological analyzers, POS 

taggers are not yet available in the required measure. Therefore, in section 3, we present three 

classification algorithms for Punjabi Text Classification.  
 
3. PUNJABI TEXT CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS 

3.1 Naïve Bayes Classification 
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In this algorithm, we consider each Punjabi Text Document d as Bag of words i.e. d= (w1, 

w2,……wn) where wn is the nth word in the document and then for classification calculate the 

posterior probability of the word of the document being annotated to a particular class [16]. 

 

Table 2. Naive Bayes Punjabi Text Classification 

Training Set Step1: Calculate total words in each class in the Training set. 

Step2: Calculate total words in Training set. 

Step3: Calculate P(c) the prior probability of a document occurring in 

each class c, 

P(c)= Total no. of words in class c/ Total No. of words in Training 

Set 

Test set Step4: For each class c, calculate the probability of a document  being 

in class c, 

 P(c|d)=P(c|w1, w2……wn)/ n (1) 

 P(c|d) = (Total Documents match in class c) * (P(c )/((Total 

words in class c)*(Total words in training set)) 

Input ਰਾਜਵੰਤ ਿਸੰਘ ਹਾਕੀ ਜਗਤ ਦਾ ਉਹ ਹਸਤਾਖਰ ਹ,ੈ ਿਜਸ ਨ�  ਿਬਨ� ਿਕਸ ੇਸਰਕਾਰੀ 

ਮਦਦ ਤ0 ਬਿਠੰਡਾ ਿਜ਼ਲ+ੇ  'ਚ ਹਾਕੀ (rājvant siṅgh hākī jagat dā uh hastākhar 

hai, jis nē bināṃ kisē sarkārī madad tōṃ baṭhiṇḍā zilhē 'c hākī) 

Preprocessing and 

Feature Extraction 

Phase 

ਹਾਕੀ ਜਗਤ ਹਸਤਾਖਰ ਸਰਕਾਰੀ ਮਦਦ ਹਾਕੀ (hākī jagat hastākhar sarkārī 

madad hākī) 

Output Class: ਹਾਕੀ (hākī) 

3.2 Centroid Based Classification 

In this technique, each document d is represented by vector called Document Vector V(d) in the 

feature space and each component of the vector is represented by TF*IDF value i.e. 

V(d)=(tf*idf1, tf*idf2,......tf*idfn) where n is the nth word in the document. Also, compute 

centroid vector of each class and then calculate the Euclidean distance between document vector 

and centroid vector of each class. And assign class to the document that is having minimum 

distance from Centroid vector of particular class [17]. 

Table 3. Centroid Based Punjabi Text Classification 

Training Set Step1: Compute class vector for each class c in the training set using set 

of documents belongs to same class c that act as Centroid vector. E.g. 

Ccricket, CHockey, CBadminton..... etc. 
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Test Set Step2: Compute Cdoc vector of the unlabelled document to be classified. 

Step3: Calculate Euclidean distance between document vector and each 

class vector.  

Step4: Assign class to the document that is having minimum distance 

from that class vector. 

E.g. let there are only two classes Hockey and Cricket. Euclidean distance 

between each class and unlabelled document is Ccricket,doc = 2.33 

andCHockey,doc =3.15. As Ccricket,doc has minimum distance, class Cricket is 

assigned to the unlabelled document. 

Input ਰਾਜਵੰਤ ਿਸੰਘ ਹਾਕੀ ਜਗਤ ਦਾ ਉਹ ਹਸਤਾਖਰ ਹੈ, ਿਜਸ ਨ�  ਿਬਨ� ਿਕਸੇ ਸਰਕਾਰੀ ਮਦਦ 

ਤ0 ਬਿਠੰਡਾ ਿਜ਼ਲ+ੇ  'ਚ ਹਾਕੀ (rājvant siṅgh hākī jagat dā uh hastākhar hai, jis nē 

bināṃ kisē sarkārī madad tōṃ baṭhiṇḍā zilhē 'c hākī) 

Preprocessing 

and Feature 

Extraction 

Phase 

ਹਾਕੀ ਜਗਤ ਹਸਤਾਖਰ ਸਰਕਾਰੀ ਮਦਦ ਹਾਕੀ (hākī jagat hastākhar sarkārī 

madad hākī) 

Output Class: ਹਾਕੀ (hākī) 

3.3 Hybrid Approach 

A new hybrid approach is proposed for Punjabi Text Classification which is a combination of 

Naïve Bayes and Ontology Based Classification techniques to classify the Punjabi text 

Documents more accurately and efficiently. Here, Naïve Bayes is used as Feature Extraction 

method for text classification and then Ontology based classification algorithm is performed on 

extracted features. Class Discriminating Measure (CDM), a feature evaluation metric using Naïve 

Bayes is used to extract relevant features from the document. This approach helps in reducing the 

dimensionality of the document and feature space, which helps in assigning class to the document 

in lesser time with less computation [18]. Features or words having CDM value less than 

threshold value is selected as feature and neglecting the others. And then Ontology Based 

Classifier is used to classify the documents. The main advantages of the Ontology Based 

Classification (Domain specific) is 1) Traditional statistics based text classification methods 

consider that terms are independent of each other and there are no semantic relations among 

them. Ontology makes up this drawback. 2) We do not need Training Data i.e. Labelled 

Documents to classify the documents, whereas other Classification Techniques such as Naïve 

Bayes Algorithm, Centroid Based Classification, Association Based Classification etc. need 

Training Set or Labeled Documents to train the classifier for classifying unlabelled documents. 3) 

Classification on the basis of Domain Specific Ontology is in the minority [19]. 

 

For Sports Ontology Based Classification, lists are prepared for each sports class that contains its 

related terms e.g. Class ਿਕ�ਕਟ (Cricket) contain terms like ਬੱਲੇਬਾਜ਼ੀ (ballēbāzī), ਗ1ਦਬਾਜ਼ੀ 

(gēndbāzī), ਫੀਲਿਡੰਗ (phīlḍiṅg), ਿਵਕਟ (vikaṭ), ਸਿਪਨ (sapin), ਆਊਟ (āūṭ),  ਿਵਕਟਕੀਪਰ (vikṭakīpar) 

etc. Class ਫੁਟਬਾਲ  (Football) contain ਗੋਲਕੀਪਰ (gōlkīpar),ਫਾਰਵਰਡ (phārvaraḍ), ਿਡਫ3ਡਰ 

(ḍiphaiṇḍar),ਿਮਡਫੀਲਡਰ (miḍphīlḍar),ਲਾਈਨਮੈਨ (lāīnmain) etc. This is the first time such lists are 

prepared manually for Punjabi Language, as no such resources are available in electronic format 

for this language. These lists, if included in the training set, improve the performance of the 

classifier. 
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Table 4. Hybrid Approach for Punjabi Text Classification 

Training Set Step1: Compute class vector for each class i.e Ccricket, CHockey, 

CBadminton..... etc. 

Test Set Step2: For each word in the document to be classified, calculate 

CDM value of it. 

CDM (w) = (P(w|CCricket)/1- P(w|CCricket)) + (P(w|CHockey)/1- 

P(w|CHockey)) +…….. 

where P(w|Ci)is the probability of the word occur in class Ci 

Step3: Each word that is having CDM value less than the Threshold 

value is ignored. And Remaining words are used by Ontology Based 

Classifier. 

Step4: Calculate similarity between Document vector and each class 

vector. 

Step5: Assign that class to the document that is having maximum 

similarity with document vector. 

Input ਰਾਜਵੰਤ ਿਸੰਘ ਹਾਕੀ ਜਗਤ ਦਾ ਉਹ ਹਸਤਾਖਰ ਹੈ, ਿਜਸ ਨ�  ਿਬਨ� ਿਕਸੇ ਸਰਕਾਰੀ 

ਮਦਦ ਤ0 ਬਿਠੰਡਾ ਿਜ਼ਲ+ੇ 'ਚ ਹਾਕੀ (rājvant siṅgh hākī jagat dā uh hastākhar 

hai, jis nē bināṃ kisē sarkārī madad tōṃ baṭhiṇḍā zilhē 'c hākī) 

Preprocessing 

Phase 
ਹਾਕੀ ਜਗਤ ਹਸਤਾਖਰ ਸਰਕਾਰੀ ਮਦਦ ਹਾਕੀ (hākī jagat hastākhar sarkārī 

madad hākī) 

Feature 

Extraction using 

Naïve Bayes 

ਹਾਕੀ ਹਾਕੀ (hākī hākī) 

Output Class: ਹਾਕੀ (hākī), means input text belongs to class Hockey 

3.4 Dataset 

The corpus used for Punjabi Text Classification contain 184 Punjabi text documents, from which 

50 files are used as Training Data and rest of the files are used as Test Data. Training set contains 

total 3313 words that are used to train the Punjabi Text Classifier Naïve Bayes and Centroid 

Based Classification. All the documents are sports related and taken from the Punjabi News Web 

Sources such as likhari.org, jagbani.com, ajitweekly.com. The unlabelled documents are 

classified into 7 classes: ਿਕ�ਕਟ (krikaṭ), ਹਾਕੀ (hākī), ਕਬੱਡੀ (kabḍḍī), ਫੁਟਬਾਲ (phuṭbāl), ਟੈਿਨਸ 

(ṭainis), ਬਡੈਿਮੰਟਨ (baiḍmiṇṭan), ਓਲੰਿਪਕ (ōlmpik).  
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4. EXPERIMENT  

In this experiment, F-score for each class is calculated for each classifier. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. F-Score 

From figure 1, it can be observed that Hybrid Classification gives better result in comparison to 

Centroid Based Classifier and Naïve Bayes Classifier that shows comparatively low results. This 

is due to the reason that after the removal of stopwords, system cannot find important features 

that increase the classification rate. And results can be improved by incorporating more linguistic 

features and rules to remove non-relevant features. 

 

Fig.2. Macro-averaged F-score (F1) of the classifier 

The results show that Hybrid Classification, achieves 80% F1, where Centroid Based Classifier 

and Naive Bayes achieves only 66% and 57% respectively. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

No Punjabi Text Classifier is available in the world to classify the Punjabi Text Documents. This 

is the first time, three classification techniques presented for Punjabi Text Classification that are 

Naïve Bayes, Centroid Based and one new approach called Hybrid Approach which is the 

combination of Naïve Bayes and Ontology Based Classification Techniques proposed for this 

language. From these three algorithms, Hybrid Approach has better performance than others two, 

as features extracted with Naïve Bayes are less in count than others two which results in less 

computations and less time consuming. The Sports Based Ontology prepared for Punjabi Text 

Classification, contains sports related terms of each predefined classes. This Ontology can be 

further improved by including the terms of others sports, hence results in better performance of 

the classifier. 
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